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PREFACE

ln October 1993, MDC held a working conference to reflect on the
South's rural development experience of the past decade. Our goal was to
help local and regional development organizations, foundations, and state
policymakers gain insight into approaches that can foster economic
development and reduce poverty in the rural South.

In particular, we sought to bridge the chasm between people concerned
with development and those concerned with combating poverty. By and
large, grassroots organrzations, working to alleviate poverty, and economic
development orgamzations, working to create jobs and strengthen the
economy, operate with separate missions and separate constituencies. Only a
few organizations have the perspective or inclination to explore the
intersection of the two worlds.

MDC believes that the two must be linked. Thrs conviction flows from
our deflnition of economic development as "the process by which a
community creates, retains, and reinvests r*'ealth to improve its productive
capacity and raise the standard of living for all citizens." The ultimate
purpose of development, we argue, is not jus to create jobs, but to achieve a

higher standard of living for people. This definition stresses the importance

of equity concerns - to be successful b1'our definition, economic
development must extend benefits to people of all economic levels, with
emphasis on lower-income people.

At the conference we examined the experience of communities that
represent the range of economic situations found in the nral South --
persistently poor areas with a verl'weak economic base; rural counties that
have tapped into the growth of nearby metropolitan areas; and tourism and

retirement areas where povert_v persrsts in the face of tremendous wealth. In
persistently poor a.reas our essential question was, "What can be done to spur

economic development and at the same time reduce poverty?" In growth

areas the primary question was, 'TIow can we make economic growth benefit
poor people?"



We asked participants to relate the experience of these communities to
m idealized model which shows the interdependence between economic
development, community development, and human resource development.
This "cycle of development" model illustrates why a healthy community
requires a strong business sector, and conversely why healthy businesses
require productive human resources and community services. It also shows
the need for vibrant community and civic orgaruzations that can work
together to move the development process forward.

What MDC brought to the meeting was a conceptual framework,

Srdrng questions, and the stories of seven representative Southern
commurities. The conference participants brought a wide range of
experience and perspectives on rural development, as funders, policymakers,
practitioners, and academics. The intense discussion that resulted yielded the
wealth of insights and themes Ferrel Guillory, Southern Correspondent for the
Raleigh News and Observer (and conference participant) summarizes in this
paper.

We left the conference convinced that the dialogue we had begun --
especially the debate about how to nnify effiorts toward economic
development and reducing poverty -- was extremely valuable. The issues

smmarized in this paper need to be understood and more widely debated by
people working on economic and community development throughout the
South. And the gap that separates many people involved in the development
process needs to narrow. MDC will pursue efforts to narrow that gap, and

we encourage others to do the same.

We are grateful to the Ford Foundation, the John D. and Catherine T.

MacArthur Foundation, and the James C. Penney Foundation for providing
fi-ding for the conference and related research.

Sarah Rubin
MDC, Inc.
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December 15. 1993

Uemorandum

TO: Conference Participants

FRO\[: Ferrel Guillory

SLBJECT: Development Strategies for Reducing Poverty in the South
October 5-7,1993, Chapei Hill, NC

You may recall, as I do, the jolt it was to hear of "tobac-ladesh," and of that

lubol-laden bus bringing workers daily to Hilton Head. You may have thought
etesh about how yesterday's "colonial economies" still influence today's "civic
.-rilure." And surely you remain challenged by Ron Flanary's $6 million question.

For three days in October, we pondered these matters, and more, as we
.ngnged in a remarkably yeasty series of conversations about the rural South, its
problems and its possibilities. We heard several heartening success stories, but we
also rvere reminded of the barriers to fluther success. Some points of consensus
t-qmed easily, but some hard questions lingered, unanswered.

We were nearly four dozen people of diverse backgrounds and professional
Ef,p€riences who gathered in the Carolina fnn, on the edge of the c,rmpus of the
L nir-ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, at the invitation of MDC, Inc. We
included foundation staffers. academics. rural community leaders, state and local
poliqmakers. businessmen and even a couple of newspaper writers.

We were bound together principally by MDC's judgment that, each in our
o$-n rray, we had 5ems \ing to offer, bv reason of our professional or personal
ilperiences, to a discussion of how to lift up the rural South.

Looking back I uish t had gotten to know more of you better during those
hr$t October da1,s in Chapel Hill. Most of us arrived sfiangers, or semi-strangers,
m each other. What's more. ideas often rvhizzed by before they could be fully
grasped.

What did we learn and accomplish- and where did we fail?

Our host MDC Inc.. ashed me to srite this summary of the meeting. Its

Fpose is to refresh our memorier to disull an insight-filled discussion, and to
keep tre conversation going emoilg our->elres as well as to widen it.



\I'HERE WE BEGAN.- HOW TO BLEND?

Our conference proceeded from a premise that flowed out of MDC's

+Elner oia century of serving as a catalyst in workforce and regional
msoomrc development issues. Throughout the 1980s, the South discovered

'rh*t the npple effect was more pronounced on its ponds than in its economy.
The rrban-suburban growth and modernization that sptrted anew following
fre 1982 recession did not send ripples far out into the counfiryside. Even as

urtre Southerners prospered as never before, more Southerners fell into

;nruTr'.

Dunng that decade, MDC produced its influential "Shadows in the
Srnbelt" report. It provided the stafffor a reexamination of North Carolina's
oomuniry college system. More recently, MDC helped create and gave

:ryh gurdance to the Foundation for the Mid South. And it worked
mensir-ely with other organizations to build economic development capacity
m nrral communities.

These experiences and others led MDC's president, George B. Autry,
uo obsen'e to our conference that an "immense gulf' existed between
csooorxc developers and commwrity developers. State and local economic
d*elopers focus on job creation through new and expanded manufacturing
phts- office buildinS and other facilities. Community developers
saaDC€Dtr?te on housing, child-care, grass-roots organizing and other activities
.rEsgned to make life better for the poor.

In the rural South the success of economic developers regularly does

not npple out to the people sen'ed by community developers. And yet, the
Sfltrt needs both successfuI economic and community development. Or, as

{r.ur\-put it to us- "*'e need_iobs- and we need boot straps." At the opening
st our deliberations. \r-e \retre asked to consider what kind of shategies and
ntar krnd of instinrtions r+ould help the South blend its economic and

crtilnmuruE development acu\Iud so as to bring poverty down.



IL A LOOK AT ISSUES

Mississippi Muddle - Obstacles to Blending

By looking side-by-side at Coahoma and Quitman counties in
Msstsstppi, we began understanding the potential of, and the obstacles to, a
lhdng of economic and community development in the rural South.

George Walker told the success story of how his l00-employee
oumpmv, Delta Wire. proved that it could make a world-class product deep
h fre high-poverty, low-skill Mississippi Delta. When he moved his
srnpmy from Massachusetts to Coahoma County, he said, he found a
frcmendous shortage of capital, ofjobs and of hope -- and "perhaps the most
dnmsmtrng thing is the shortage of hope."

But, said Walker, the wire-making operation dissolved the
\nfo:conception" that the people of the Delta could not become proficient
@gh to compete internationally. His company invests heavily in workforce
hming. His employees have learned statistics from a nearby community
odhge, they receive regular productivity bonuses, and they respond
Ecquently to the invitation to suggest how to improve the company's
opEratrons.

Coahoma County still looks for more industrial recruits, inviting firms
b become "a big frog for our small pond." Said Walker: "The cycle of
polert-y and despair is not broken; I think it's cracked a little bit." Education
amains a major challenge. It seems to be, said Walker, "semi-intractable as

l poblem."

Indeed, said Robert Jackson, a county supervisor and community
darcloper in neighbo.-g Qurman County, education is the number-one issue

in fte Delt4 where most wtites still attend private schools and black studens
Gmgregate in pove(v-stricken public schools. Unfortunately, he said,
ofucation in Jackson's colmw is'"controlled by the status quo" -- a local
power structure, centered in one familv, that historically has seen little reasm
fu signrficant investment in public schools.

il
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Jackson recounted the initiatives of the Quitman County Development
Qgmization. its forming a credit uruon to help black entrepreneurs who
cmldnt get loans from the local bank and its voter education and reEstration
Gtrrts to eliminate barriers to political participation. Still, he also recounted
t cormqv's mixed record in recruiting and retaining even small-scale
znfectru-ing. "The best way to do economic development," he said, "is to
bgrow it." And yet, while a gambling boom lasts, the hopes of many
pryle in the area ride on the river casinos down the road in Turica.

Change Happens -- But Can It Come Everywhere?

In the quest for economic development, it helps to be in the right
pphe - and to have leadership that understands how to take advantage of it.
Ibe davs, the "right place" is often within easy reach of an interstate

Qhav and within the orbit of a major metropolitan area. Gordon County,
CEgl4 and Person County, North Carolina, served as illustrations of how

Textile Belt communities have maneuvered through an economic
mnm and experienced job glowth and diversification.

ln Person County - a25-mile drive from Research Triangle Park -- an

fGErcssire effort by the county commission and Piedmont Community
Oil'gp led to a l6 percent increase in jobs per 100 people, up to 50 jobs,

htbdow the national average. Jim Stovall, an auto dealer who chairs the
mt development commission, told us that a turnaround in Person

Crl- began in 1980. That's when local elections produced a change in
H leadenhrp that unified the county's economic development efforts and

FGd for investments in industrial infrastructure.

h Gordon County, along I-75 between Atlanta and Chattanooga, a

fra cfrut by a Chamber of Commerce and a local Industrial Development
ffiitv produced a 40 percent increase in jobs per 100 residents during the

m* up to 63 jobs, well above the national average of 54. Phillip Overton,
;| rages tre joint effo4 told our conference that "we don't give away

ffirg except training" as incentives and that the county turns away

ryfts that pal lolr-lr-ages or threaten the environment.
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The presentations by Stovall and Overton, along with the questions that
flur-ed raised issues that echoed throughout our deliberations.

For exarnple, it was noted that, even as Gordon County grew and
&Ersnhe{ the absolute number of poor people in the county remained at just
tore 3-800 from 1980 to 1990. Overton was peppered with questions as the

oderence participants struggled with the central issue posed by Autry. "I
ht rtat this to sound cold," said Overton, as he warned that involving the

1m people in larger community matters is "extremely difficult" and that

tglmg poverty "is a concern but it can't be in the forefront" of issues facing
sffiimic developers.

It was Stovall who used the term "tobac-ladesh." He applied it to the

ho dozen or so North Carolina counties now heavily dependent on a
eqrlqing tobacco-based economy. These counties, he said, are "going to
htr a hard, hard time recruiting; some rural areas are simply not going to
{htrle-" From then on, our conference pondered, but grngerly, the question:

b fre or let die?

Ups And Downs in The Hills

Addie Davis of the McDowell Cotrnty Economic Development
n*riry'surely had Stovall's remarks in mind when she opened her

@ionwiththedeclaration:''Wedon,tintendforMcDowellCountyto
&-' Sulll, her southern West Virginia county lost two-thirds of its peak

I I dmion over the last two decades as coal mining withered.

Her fight to keep her community alive, she said, has meant a fight to
fIt "dependency culture." Too many West Virginians, she said, depended

qn a coal company, a union or welfare, and it is her mission to "teach

Fqle to be responsible for their futures." Under Davis'leadership, the

*rtv has concentrated not on recruitment but rather on home-grown
hi=sses and on grass-roots orgamzing, much of it through churches.
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Rm Flanary, meanwhile, said that his three-county planning distnct in
& mfrwest corner of Virgrnia was looking toward prison construction and
qErrm for economic uplift, havrng passed a $3 million bond issue to attract
nHcral prison. Local schools, he said, are turning out bright, educated

lry people, but they are moving to other places to find jobs.

-We need to have serious entrepreneunal development," he said. Then
h;nsd the $6 million question. Give me some specific advice, he said.
ih Virgfuta coal county has $6 million -- no strings attached, no

TT'-ll-c€ptions on how to spend it -- to apply to economic advancement.
fu- he asked the group, should the money be spent to the greatest effect?
llb Sestion still hangs in the air.

The Bus to Beaufort -- Poverfy Amid Plenfy

Everyday, residents of Jasper County, one of the poorest in South(hm4 are bused to jobs in Beaufort County, the location not only of the
M5b Island Marine Base but also, most importantly, of the upper upscale
trm€nt and tourist community of Hilton Head. "Sometimes when the bus

down, people don't get their beds made," said Mac Holladay, the
hEr South Carolina development official who now mns the Georgia
Gbricrno/s Development Commission.

NiSt had fallen when Emory Campbell of the Penn Center told of the
fumside of relyurg on tourism, a "one-dimensional kind of industry." Young

ryle- he said, "get consumed by that industry," earning just enough money
fra ca and a TV but failing to get the education necessary for advancement.
&don County, he said, has no affordable housing for workers and lacks an
rnnurcmic incentive for improving education for the poor. Through the Penn
Cbfter, as Campbell explained, efforts are under way to build upon the
Hhh culture for economic development through restaurants and other

-ises 

that mrght attract affluent blacks as well as whites.

il



III. WE BROADENED THE VISION

Making Parallel Tracks Intersect

Billy Ray Hall of the North Carolina Rural Economic Development
Center cautions against forcing economic development agencies to become
mti-poverty agencies. He left our conference, he said, determined to avoid
the mistake of placing economic development agencies in roles "that they
w€ren't positioned historically to do." There is, he said, a need for
-cmprehensive development," and economic developers "have a piece of this
pe' but they have only one piece."

Hall's caution granted, consensus formed rather easily on the basic

femise: that the South needed a comurg together of economic and
cmunity development. The "cycle of development" model that MDC
disributed to us (attached at the end of this report) provides a handy way of
pfonring a comprehensive concept of development.

Brn, as our conversation proceeded, it became increasingly apparent
ttil we were traveling along two other kinds of tracks.

Let's label one track "development." Let's label the other "leadership."

We were called together to talk about the "development" track - to
ftrrne W with ideas and strategfes for reducing poverty. But over and over-
wjurrrped over to the other track -- to observe that even the best
tdopent ideas would decay in the absence of leadership and, more

hdl_v, a "civic culture" conducive to cooperation and a future-orientation.

One result of our three days of deliberations was to broaden our vision.
ilflb €nded up seeing -- albeit hazlly -- beyond the original question of whether
m muH expand economic development to encompass community
AUryent. It's clearer now that doing development and reducing poverty

I
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Gral working for change: changrng the political climate of many rural
aies and changrng the "civic culture" by energizing at array of local

and nongovernmental institutions.

thing the conference, Hall reminded us of the barriers erected in the

!r -racism, sexism and localism." After the conference, he said, "The
p base -- that's where the critical issue lies."

A sryerbly designed loan program for small businesses will go
in a community without leadership ready to use the program. A
ry brimming with energetic citizens will become frustrated in the
of useful ideas about how to develop or -- that $6 million question,

- how to invest wisely.

Ecmomic advancement, therefore, requires an intersection of the
hdry€nt" and "leadership" tracks. The development track means

in to business expansion and entrepreneurship and to physical

- what we call infrastructure. The leadership track means attention

) human resources and to (community-wide) civic resources. A
Eil.vcollege,forexample,isimportanttothetrainingofanindividual
dt the enrichment of a community.

LM. NO PLAN, BUT A TORRENT OF THEMES

We did not come together to write a grand plan, to come up with a
stn[egy or even to arrive at a multi-point agenda. Still, certain themes

FEE4 md here is a roundup.

Common ground - It exists

Th€re are certain issues that fit comfortably on the agendas of both
r@ic &velopers and community developers. They include child care
dwldonce training and educatron generally. Economic developers see in



[h inducements to business expansion because they enhance productivity
Gmrmitv developers see in them stepping stones out of poverty.

Southern communities should take advantage of opporftrnities to bring
&i hsiness recruiters and grass-roots advocates together on patches of
cm ground.

Change Agents - The South Has Plenty

George Walker, a businessman, shows rural Mississippians that they
r oompete in the world economy. Addie Davis, a former schoolteacher,

Fds West Virgrnians out of economic dependency. Robert Jackson and
hr- Campbell lead poor blacks to create new institutions and enterprises.

Change agents did not accept the status quo. They confronted and/or
qmated with the powerful, anaLyzed local conditions, sought to build upon
bed d\Bntages, however meager, and used government fi.rnds and
dcaional institutions to b.ing about change.

But the powerfrrl remain powerfill, and change agents too often remain
ro- - margins. At a certain point, change agents have to move from
nfoming in the tributaries to the main political and economic stream of their
mrtruues.

Economic developers benefit from sophisticated, well-funded
rorruks, backed up by state bureaucracies. Change agents generally work
EG in isolation. The South faces a challenge in how to share ideas among
fuge agents and in how to integrate them into our economic and political
ftEes.

Flexible Institutions -- Adapt or Create

Jus as Southern communities need to come together on "common

Gd'issues, they need to rvork through "common ground" organizations.ltbe commrmiq,colleges exist, they may play the role. Where no such



tmions exist, they may have to be created, perhaps with the catalytic
of state goveflrments, foundations and other regional and national

Communities, of course, depend upon a wide range of organizations
Ih hmg people together around particular interests: chambers of
xlDErce, bankers associations, Rotary and Kiwanis, churches, youth
Eps! civic and neighborhood associations. It is the role of "common

Fd" institutions to bring people together across existing lines and to
Ete collaboration in behalf of community advancement.

What's more, communities need flexible institutions that can respond to
r&rging economy, examine the potential and shortcomings of the local
hpool and perform vital community-wide planning.

Fractionalism vs. Unity -- Common Ground Again

David Dodson articulated it fus! but then general agreement formed
Ed the proposition that divisiveness impedes development. Communities
ffid between blacks and whites or rich and poor, between public and

;ire sectors, between grass-roots organizations and established power
(utrs have less chance to advance -- and to fight poverty -- than relatively
l*rf communities.

Here, we faced a paradox. Democracy demands debate, and change

&requires controversy. So a certain amount of "divisiveness" may indeed

beperequisite for a broader, more inclusive unity. In many communities,
m leaders need to break the grip of entrenched power - both economic and

;*fual - before conditions can change.

Brn thereafter, the sooner opposing factions in a community are

hgh onto common ground the better. Dodson termed it a "culture of
mication and cooperation. "
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Localism vs. Regionalism -- Some Are Too Small

h rs imperative, we agreed, for Southern rural communities to grow
imrn jobs, to build their own civic infrastructure, to develop

ific strategies rather than simply rely on policies from afar. And
rc also recognized, economic development forces do not limit

es to arbitrary, often economically obsolete political botrndaries.

ic forces are regional, national and international, and the South needs

strategies.

As a conference, we didn't recorrmend the designation of let-them-die
ities, but we did recognize that some communities are simply too

possess too few assets and have too little leadership to form a stable

base. In these cases, regional cooperative efforts are essential, and

!- urke state government leverage to make them happen.

It's Assets, Stupid

Ablending of economic and community development strategies would
r--ssailv aim toward building up the assets of poor people.

Personal assets are built and accumulated through literacy and job
liing trrough encouraging young people to broaden their horizons and to

h entrepreneurial skills. [n a society in which tourism is a major industry,
frbetter to point a young person toward becoming a chef than a

H^ctmger.

Monetary assets are built and accumulated through ownership.
lsrhern strategies ought to help low-income people -- particularly, but not
FEr,si\€ly, people of color -- become homeowners and business owners,

Fode with a stronger stake in their communities. Rural and small-town

FEress requires business assistance directed to new business owners, tor'' r md women. It requires the creation of more asset-building institutions
&a credit rmions and land trusts. It requires career guidance and

ffiEeneurial raining for young people.



It also means communities seeking out and taklng advantage of
ffiaditional and unexpected opportunities for busrness development.

fui-Campbell told of the establishment of five restaurants built around the

lHhh culture of Beaufort County, South Carolina. It means public-private

Foerships that work to leverage limited government funds, as the North

Grolina Rural Center has sought with success to forge.

Get Government Going

No one suggested that state and local goveflrments stop recruiting

hrtrcsses; it's unrealistic to think they would do so. But a general consensus

u:$d that governments needed to retool and to become more supportive of
hrded ec onomic - c ommunity devel opment strate gie s.

To a significant extent, some govemment agencies have already shifted

b a more balanced approach. Some state commerce departments have begr.rrt

D focus on entrepreneurship and retention as well as recruitment. At West

lir-rgima University, Rachel Tompkins has provided leadership in broadening
- - scope of the Cooperative Extensive Service. These developments need to

he urned into region-wide trends.

V. A PARTING THOUGHT.. AND BACK TO THE KITCHEN

Let's move from one stage to another stage in our continuing

mrersation about rural renewal by assembling, figuratively, in the kitchen.

I[re gather in our parlors and on our porches, but Southerners will inevitably

ffi into the kitchen. That's where friends and family share news, stories and

rEfipes.

It's a place that speaks to us about the benefits of blending. Blending

rsut always easy, either in the kitchen or in our sometimes fractious

cmunities. Blending requires breaking and cutturg, mixing and stirring. It
takes energy and attention to detail. It also takes imagination, putting

mgether ingredients that, at first blush, don't seem to go together.
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k communities need blending. If we reaffrmed anything for each

-tng our three days in Chapel Hill, it was that our communities need a
hed effort, a comprehensive approach to development -- a

-nith roles for both traditional economic developers and community
- Economic expansion that hardly cuts into poverty won't do.

,efforts that fail to mix in jobs-generating economic activity won't

T e need to continue sharing success stories and exchangrng recipes, as

c srmmg to create new blends. To Southerners, the kitchen always



The Cyc1e of
Development
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o A capable,
productive workforce

o A safe, appealiog
environment

o Good public health
o Good commuoity

amenities

GOOD IOBS
that pennit people
and communities

to earn income
and build assets

Public and
private investment in:

o good schools
o strong government

o strong development and
community organizations

o good human and
social services
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